Pocket-sized: The comprehensive USB Language Course for English, French and Spanish by digital publishing

The worlds smallest language school

USB language course by dp
with Virtual Classroom
Release: Immediately

Munich. The whole range of language training is pocketpublishing combines effective language training with
modern interactive technology. The 2 GB USB-stick contains Europe’s most successful language learning system, for beginners to advanced learners. It also provides
a business language training for all linguistic challenges in professional life. All users of the
USB Language Course can book live training on the Internet and communicate with a real
language trainer and other learners – via webcam, microphone and chat in the “Virtual Classroom.”
A mobile language school: Whether on a journey, at home or in the office – the USB-stick can be
used on any PC without complicated installation: “unpack, plug and learn!” All results achieved during
the course are saved on the USB-stick without leaving any trace on a PC or notebook. The stick enables the learner to study individually and flexible. Thanks to the Intellispeech pronunciation training
by dp, even pronunciation is improved word by word. Furthermore, all users of the USB Language
Course are given the possibility to book classes in the Virtual Classroom. Here, they can talk about
interesting topics with a live language trainer and other learners. All texts, including vocabulary lists
within the language learning software, can be printed. And with just one mouse click all dialogs and
audio-exercises can be transformed into a separate file and copied onto a cell phone or MP3-player.

english

français

español

The USB Language Course is available for English, French and Spanish. The stick includes learning software for levels A1 to B2. A vocabulary and communication trainer, a business language
course and three textbooks are also included in the package. The 2GB USB-stick also offers much
space to save personal documents and files.
Find out more at www.digitalpublishing.de/presse

digital publishing. As Europe’s leading producer of language learning software for private study
and corporate language training, digital publishing offers a wide variety of award-winning solutions
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and live-training packages designed to meet the needs of various user groups and target languages. dp is also a pioneer in the field of Blended Learning. With more than 15 years of experience, over 5 million private learners and used in over 500 large- and medium-sized companies and
institutions, dp is one of the most successful suppliers of language-learning solutions.
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